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Pathfinder 2 RPG - Fists of the Ruby Phoenix Adventure Game "Despair on
Danger Island" is a full-length Pathfinder RPG adventure that can be
played in just one session. This adventure begins the Ruby Phoenix

Tournament Adventure Path, a three-part monthly campaign in which the
players compete in Golarion's most amazing fighting tournament. This

adventure also includes rules for all new unique characters for this
tournament; A new detailed adventure area for the players to explore and

live out their tournament fantasies; A boatload of new monster
encounters, treasure, and of course, Rules for making your own fighting

team, complete with their own special fighting style! This product is not a
PDF or accessible outside of Fantasy Grounds. It has been lovingly

converted for use within Fantasy Grounds and features the following
additions: All maps resized and set up with a preset grid to make combats

easy to manage Individual area descriptions linked to maps, containing
new encounters, treasure parcels and descriptions for just that area

Tokens for each encounter are all pre-placed in starting locations on the
map. You can edit these on the fly. Drag and drop treasure parcels and
Encounter XP that is easily awarded to your players to keep the game
moving ahead All the images and handouts from the book available to

share with your players as you need them "Despair on Danger Island" is a
full-length adventure for an 11th-level party and can be run in under 4

hours. It is a short and light adventure suitable for players of all levels of
experience. What will you find on this adventure? "Despair on Danger

Island" begins the Ruby Phoenix Tournament. The tournament is a city-
wide competition where the world’s greatest fighters face off against one

another in specially designed arenas. What makes this tournament so
special is that it’s the first tournament where all fighters are engaged

under the same rules. For centuries, this was a savage sport, but a
powerful ruling body has ensured that the game plays out with the
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strictest rules possible. Anyone else caught cheating or working with a
spy in any fashion will be immediately banished from the tournament. In
short, anyone but the finest fighters can win the tournament, and it’s up
to you to prove that you belong. Here is a short list of what you’ll find on

this adventure:
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Despair on Danger Island: Fists of the Ruby Phoenix is a campaign
adventure for four 11th-level Pathfinder characters, written by Matthew
Sernett and based on the original adventure. It features a series of fights
against a group of island monsters known as the Nine Grottoes. This is
the first campaign of the Ruby Phoenix Tournament Adventure Path. This
product includes the following files: Note: The formatting of the rulebooks
on this disc is not 100% compatible with the official products. You may
have to do some manual adjustments. If you have any questions please
post them in this thread. Fantasy Grounds - System Requirements Your
platform needs Windows 7 or later or macOS 10.8 (or later). Each of the
discs include an.exe installer for Fantasy Grounds, the required RPG
system. What the.exe installer needs to do is download a patch for you.
The patch includes the starter product, which you can get from a website
called WoTC (World of Warcraft TCG) or the WotC website. System
Requirements for the above discs: Fantasy Grounds Client Required for
use with Fantasy Grounds macOS or Windows Operating System SMS
(Standard) SMS (Standard) Windows (Macintosh) RAM Recommended
minimum: 2 GB Recommended minimum: 4 GB Hard Disk Recommended
minimum: 20 GB Recommended minimum: 30 GB Internet Recommended
minimum: 50 kB/s Can be played without the base, but all purchased
content is not uploaded with the base, it has to be purchased again. If you
still want to use the base, but have none of the purchased content, just
simply unzip the folder you downloaded from the WoTC server, and run
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the.exe file in that folder, which brings the base installer up. Fantasy
Grounds - Instructions F1 to F8: Following on from the Press release there
are links to follow on how to use Fantasy Grounds. All of these links will
lead to the Game Overview (Video). This video is merely an introduction
to Fantasy Grounds and should help if you are new to the software. F1 to
F8 - Instructions F1: Link to Fantasy Grounds - Get Started Guide: F1-F4 -
Instructions F1 to F4: F5 - Instructions: d41b202975
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RPG Elements: 1. Players create a character that is specialized to fight on
an island full of deadly enemies. 2. Magic items are allowed, but with
these restrictions: Magic items have their level exactly equal to the
character level of the player. No items for levels above 14. No items that
grant additional character or gold class levels. Items can only be created
by an NPC. 3. Treasure parcels may be created by a GM, for GM use only.
Each round, any open treasure parcel on the map is awarded to one or
more of the character's. 4. At the beginning of the game, the character
makes a treasure parcel roll to see which of their quests gets the treasure
in their hands. Treasure parcels for an encounter can never be revealed.
5. At the end of every encounter, the encounter XP of that encounter is
awarded to the character's. It is not at all unusual for an encounter to
award 5 XP per encounter (if only players need XP to level up). 6. Any
encountered enemies are assumed to be dead. 7. Any monsters killed by
players that are neither PCs nor NPCs are considered to have fled. The GM
can consider fleeing to be a separate encounter with the ability to award
XP. 8. The PCs can not use non-divine spells unless their own Divine level
is higher than their caster level. They can however use divine spells to
heal themselves. They can also re-roll any failed spell attempt, this has no
effect on spells with the searing action listed above. 9. The GM can make
any NPC characters or monsters do anything, anything at all. They can
make monsters act any way they see fit, the key is that their actions have
no effect on the story and the course of the campaign. 10. The GM can
randomly generate any new magic items on the fly. Make sure to include
both a non-combat option and combat use. 11. The GM can declare any
monster on the island to be stranded or defiled during a scenario. This
has no effect on the game, but it's best to start out with monsters that
are in this state. 12. The GM is allowed to decide in any way that fits the
game world. They can decide that a PC is dead, or that the treasure they
were hoping for can not be found on the island, or that the island is
uninhabited. 13. Spells such as Cure Light Wounds or Teleport could not
be used on the island.
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Enter the Fantasy Grounds Table of Contents
Five-Years-Old Redhead and the Hairy Tenant
BY El Chésitek and El Rétal BASING FIST FOR A
NON-COMBAT PHYSICAL ROUTINE: A
STRATEGIC ELEMENT IN PLAYER CHARACTER
DEVELOPMENT: ROUTINE ALTERATIONS:
FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN PERFORMING
ROUTINE MAPPING AND ALTERATIONS. The
following character is the story of how El
Chésitek and El Rétal came to make their
home on Danger Island. A Knight of Sparryna
and former consort of a powerful High Lady of
Calimshan, El Chésitek served in the foreign
campaigns of the Seven Kingdoms throughout
the early part of the Third Age. Far from home,
on the eastern plains of the Realm of
Calimshan, he was separated from his Lady
and was forced to flee in the dead of winter. In
the adventure with his now-ex-lady, he ran
across the lone survivor of a caravan as they
fled destruction, a woman with cropped red
hair and a facial growth he would later come
to know well. His fears forgotten, the Knight
and his captive were swept up into the stream
of refugees and joined the others at the
outskirts of Bafar. But as spring came to the
lands surrounding Bafar, such was the stormy
climate of the areas to the north and west,
when it was impossible to cross them with a
horse and cart. Forced to wait out the blustery
winds on the island that sat in the river, the
crippled caravan soon found their boat was
not fit for navigational purposes. So they
caved in to the tightly locked cargo hold, even
if a lot of them died of exposure… even if the
rest of them shared the same fate, for all they
could do was wake in the dark of the hold’s
empty hull, the searing pains of frostbite, and
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the starving of anxiety, despair and a sense of
isolation by the horrors they observed around
them. This big (but still small) rock floated on
the river through the panic (and senseless
squabbling) of the drowned passengers, which
eventually came to a standstill near the others
that had safely made landfall at one of the
islands. Can I survive? What should I do? Who
will take care of me? What can I eat? Wait for
rescue? As the first light of day began to paint
the sky with colors
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"And then what, Jens, my friend...? Can you say
anything? It's nearly four in the morning here."

-"I wish I could. It's tough. I don't know if there's
anything to say."

"I should never have left. I knew it. But I was afraid
to tell them the truth. Our Fears had gotten to me.
So we all stayed, like it was just another day on the
boat. At least that's what I hoped it would be."

"I have a wife and son, a good wife and son, and I
have never felt the way I felt when I saw them
again. Don't worry, Joana, I'm not leaving you. You
have to know that."

"None of it's my fault, Jens. It's pretty clear where
it all went wrong. We just. We just... I don't know.
Just happened, I guess. Over time, things changed.
I saw it in my women first, but it was in my men as
well."

"Yes, I guess that's the way it is, to some degree.
I've had to let myself go a bit, too. Find myself a
new group of friends and a new place of work. I
have myself a little studio where I've made a few
nice things. I miss the sea. It has its good and bad,
but... it just took me a while to appreciate it in the
way I should have. It's like what the inhabitants of
the Island of Despair said. There's a
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